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a b s t r a c t

Chiral structures consisting of circular ring nodes and tangentially connected ligaments are engineered
systems that exhibit excellent flexibility, vibration attenuation, impact resistance performance, etc. In
this paper, we proposed an innovative hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures based on the auxetic
deformation behaviors of anti-tetrachiral unit cell at different structural hierarchical levels. The in-plane
mechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructures are deduced from strain energy
analysis, experimental and finite element analysis (FEA) comparisons are employed for verification.
The in-plane mechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructures can be remarkably
enhanced andmanipulated through combining the auxetic deformation behaviors of chiral structures and
the mechanical benefits of structural hierarchy, and its tunable mechanical properties can be designed
within very large range of modulus and Poisson’s ratio value. Finally, an innovative hierarchical anti-
tetrachiral stent is proposed, and the interaction between stent and artery vessel are studied, demon-
strating the promising industrial application potential of hierarchical chiralmetastructures. The proposed
chiral geometry represents a new family of chiral hierarchical structures, and the extent of auxeticity
and its in-plane mechanical properties can be tuned through manipulating node ring size and shape,
length and thickness, and the hierarchy level, thus achieving desired extreme mechanical properties.
It is believed that this work can greatly expand the potential applications of chiral metamaterials in
conformable and stretchable electronics, biomedical devices, electronic skin, stents, and reconfigurable
soft robotics, etc.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, lightweight flexible multifunctional structures
which can bear large global flexibility and large local deforma-
tion within elastic limits are becoming a hot research topic and
various types of promising industrial applications of innovative
lightweight structures are demonstrated, such as: self-expandable
antenna, morphing airfoils, flexible electronics, deformable smart
phone, expandable vascular metallic stent, etc. [1–9]. As a spe-
cial class of flexible structures, auxetic mechanical metamaterial
with negative Poisson’s ratio is becoming a hot research topic,
such as: reentrant materials, rigid square rotation materials and
chiral structures, etc. Auxetic structures can expand its volume
when stretched, enhanced and improved properties conventional
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materials such as higher shearing modulus, increased indentation
resistance, good absorption properties (acoustic absorption), and
higher fracture toughness. Chiralmetastructures stands for a series
of structures which cannot be mapped to its mirror image by ro-
tations and translations alone [10]. Depending on the geometrical
spatial relations between ligaments and nodes of 2D chiral struc-
tures, structures with nodes on the opposite side of the ligament
are called chiral systems, while structures with nodes on the same
side of the ligament are called anti-chiral systems [11]. Under
external loadings, node rotation and ligament bending will be the
main deformation features of chiral and anti-chiral structures, and
the elastic ligament forms a half-wave shape in the anti-chiral
systems and a full-wave shape in the chiral system [11,12].

In the classical theory of elasticity, the degrees of freedom are
not included for describing the mechanical behaviors of contin-
uum deformable solid, and the classical elasticity cannot describe
the mechanical behavior of chirality, where non-affine, rotational
and non-centrosymmetric degrees of freedom should be consid-
ered. Cosserat elasticity [13], also known as micropolar elasticity
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[13–15] can describe the coupling between local rotation, bending,
and bulk deformation, thus providing institutive explanation for
the origin of many unusual behaviors (negative Poisson’s ratio,
high compressibility, etc.) of chiral materials. [16–21]. For ex-
ample, based on the micropolar theory and tensor analysis, Liu
et al. [17] developed a continuum theory which can describe both
the dilatation–rotation coupling and shear–rotation coupling de-
formation mechanism of chiral lattice structures. Chen et al. [18]
proposed a micropolar continuum model for describing the con-
stitutive relation for tetrachiral lattice structure, where 13 inde-
pendent material constants are employed. Spadoni et al. [19] pro-
posed a micropolar continuum model for analyzing the in-plane
properties of hexachiral structures, where deformable-ring node
model are employed. Making use of beam-lattice model and con-
tinuousmodel, Bacigalupo et al. [20,21] studied the in-plane elastic
properties of anti-tetrachiral cellular structures through adopting
the first-order computational homogenization technique, and also
proposed a beam-lattice micropolar equivalent continuum model
for hexachiral and tetrachiral structures consisting of rigid circu-
lar rings and elastic beam ligaments. Alternatively, the in-plane
mechanical properties of chiral lattice structures can be studied
through enforcing equilibrium of externally applied stresses with
resulting internal forces [22]. Besides the most widely employed
micropolar theory and internal–external force equilibrium analy-
sis methods, kinematic geometrical relation based strain energy
approach [23–25] are also employed for analyzing the equiva-
lent elastic mechanical properties of lightweight materials with
microstructure, such as granular materials, lattice structures, re-
entrant structures, chiral structures, etc.

Hierarchical cellular structures are known to have enhanced
mechanical properties when compared to regular cellular struc-
tures, and it is important to understand the relations between
mechanical properties and structural hierarchy. By replacing the
solid cell walls with anisotropic re-entrant or isotropic chiral hon-
eycomb, multifunctional hierarchical honeycomb is constructed
for achieving tunable mechanical properties by appropriately ad-
justing the geometrical parameters [26]. By replacing every three
edge vertex of a regular hexagonal honeycomb with a smaller
hexagon, hierarchical honeycombs of first and second order are
constructed by Alqassim [27], and it is demonstrated that the
in-plane stiffness of hierarchical honeycombs of first and second
order can be up to 2 and 3.5 times stiffer than regular hexagonal
honeycombs with the same relative density. Through replacing
each three-edge nodewith a smaller, parallel hexagonal novel class
of self-similar hierarchical honeycombs is proposed by Haghpanah
et al. [28], and theoretical models on the mechanical properties of
self-similar honeycomb structures are elaborated systematically,
which can be employed for the understanding and development
of novel materials and structures with desirable and tunable prop-
erties. Sun et al. [29] proposed three types of multifunctional hi-
erarchical honeycomb through replacing the solid cell walls of the
original regular hexagonal honeycomb with equal-mass isotropic
honeycomb sub-structures consisting of hexagonal, triangular and
Kagome lattices, it is found that the triangular and Kagome sub-
structures result in substantial improvements by one or even three
orders of magnitude on Young and shear modulus, depending on
the cell-wall thickness-to length ratio. Tang and Yin [30] proposed
the design principles of hierarchical re-entrant metamaterials, hi-
erarchical porous-rotation square-unit metamaterials for achiev-
ing both extreme stretchability and compression deformation in
auxetic kirigami metamaterials via the combination of line cuts,
cut-outs. Gatt et al. [31] proposed a new class of hierarchical
auxetic structures based on the rotating rigid units mechanism.
Making use of the mechanical properties benefits of structural hi-
erarchy and grading, hierarchy and functional graded hybrid hon-
eycomb structures are proposed by Taylor et al. [32] for improv-
ing the comprehensive mechanical performances of honeycomb

structures. Besides the above-mentioned hierarchical honeycombs
[26–32], various types of alternative hierarchical honeycombs are
proposed through the modification of the node or cell wall struc-
tural levels for generating enhanced and tunablemechanical prop-
erties through structural hierarchy approaches [33–39].

Stents are small, expandable tubes that are placed within nar-
rowed arteries for restores the flow of blood and maintaining the
proper functioning of the heart. Coronary artery disease (CAD)
caused by the buildup of plaque inside the coronary arteries is
a growing death reasons throughout the world. In 2015, CAD
affected about 110 million people and resulted in 8.9 million
deaths [40,41], and CAD makes up 15.9% of all deaths making it
the most common cause of death globally [41]. The treatment
solutions for CAD are mainly noninvasive lifestyle modification,
bypass surgery, amputation and stent placement, during which
stent placement is one of the most important treatment solutions
for maintaining the flow of oxygen-rich blood and recovering the
functions of artery vessels. Stent is a small expandable tube that
is used to treat narrow, weak or blocked arteries, such as cerebral
artery stent, carotid stent, coronary stent, peripheral stent, abdom-
inal artery stent, etc. The primary objective of a vascular stent is
to maintain luminal clearance so that adequate blood flow can be
supplied to downstream body tissues. The mechanical behaviors
of stent under tensile, compression, bending, torsion and crushing
loadings are important for improving the function reliability of the
stent, such as structural support, blood flow adjustment, high drug
delivery efficiency, etc. [42–46]. In order to perform the functions
of stent properly, the mechanical properties of stent should adapt
to the biological environment of blood vessel environment, and its
interaction with the plaque and artery vessels should be investi-
gated systematically.

In this paper, an innovative hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metas-
tructures with auxetic mechanical properties are proposed, and
analytical formulas for the in-plane mechanical properties of hier-
archical anti-tetrachiral metastructures are derived through strain
energy analysis. Comparison between finite element simulation
(FEA), experimental test and theoretical studies are performed
to study the mechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral
metastructures, and its tunable mechanical properties can be re-
alized through appropriately adjusting its hierarchical geometrical
parameters for achieving large range of modulus and Poisson’s ra-
tio value. Finally, an innovative auxetic hierarchical anti-tetrachiral
stent is proposed, and the interaction between stent and artery
are studied, demonstrating the promising industrial applications of
hierarchical chiral metastructures. The proposed innovative aux-
etic hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metamaterials represent a class
of new structures, and can be used in conformable and stretchable
electronics, biomedical devices, electronic skin, and reconfigurable
soft robotics etc.

2. Mechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiralmetas-
tructures

In order to describe the geometrical topology and mechanical
properties of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures clearly, the
symbols for describing the bottom level subordinate chiral struc-
turewill bemarked as ‘‘*’’, while the symbols for describing the top
level superior chiral structure will be marked as ‘‘sup’’, and only
two order of hierarchical structures are considered in the current
paper. Following Prall and Lakes [24] assumption, the deformation
of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures are ligament-bending
dominated under in-plane loading conditions, and small linear
elastic bending deformation based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory
is employed for studying the in-plane tensile modulus through
strain energy analysis.
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Fig. 1. Finite element models constructed for studying the in-plane elastic modulus of 2 order hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructures: (a), (b) and (c): subordinate
structure consisted of anti-tetrachiral unit cell with circular ring node, and superior structure consisted of anti-tetrachiral unit cell with square node.

As shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c), an anti-tetrachiral metastructure of
2 order is proposed, where the subordinate unit cell structure is
made of isotropic anti-tetrachiral structures with circular nodes,
while the superior chiral configuration is made of anti-tetrachiral
structure with rectangular nodes. The thickness in the depth di-
rection of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructure is as-
sumed to be of unit value. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the geometrical
parameters for describing the bottom level isotropic subordinate
anti-tetrachiral structures with circular nodes are: L∗, r∗, and t∗,
which can be reduced to dimensionless parameters: α∗

=
L∗
r∗ and

β∗
=

t∗
r∗ respectively. The in-plane tensile modulus can be written

as [14,16]:

E∗
= Ex = Ey =

Es(β∗)3

6
(
1 −

1
2β

∗
)2

⎡⎣ 1(
α∗ − 2

√
2β∗ − (β∗)2

)
⎤⎦ . (1)

In which, Es is the modulus of the constituent materials, and
Poisson’s ratio is:

ν = −1. (2)

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the geometrical parameters for describing
the top level superior anti-tetrachiral structure with rectangular
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructure fabricatedmaking use of high resolution laser cutting techniques. (a) L∗
= 15mm, r∗

= 3mm, t∗ = 1.5mm,m = n = 12,
p = q = 7, s = 2; (b) L∗

= 15 mm, r∗
= 3 mm, t∗ = 1.5 mm, m = n = 10, p = q = 5, s = 2 (Type I); (c) L∗

= 15 mm, r∗
= 3 mm, t∗ = 1.5 mm, m = n = 10, p = q = 5,

s = 2 (Type II); (d) L∗
= 20 mm, r∗

= 4.5 mm, t∗ = 2 mm, m = n = 8, p = q = 5, s = 1; (e) L∗
= 20 mm, r∗

= 4.5 mm, t∗ = 2 mm, m = n = 6, p = q = 5, s = 1.

nodes are: Lsupx , Lsupy , dsupx and dsupy represent side lengths of the top
level ligament and rectangular node along the x and y directions,
tsup represents wall thickness of the ligaments and rectangular
nodes of the top level. The geometrical parameters of the superior
chiral structure can be expressed as: Lsupx = m ∗ L∗, Lsupy =

n ∗ L∗, dsupx = p ∗ L∗, dsupy = q ∗ L∗ and tsup = s ∗ L∗,
where (m, n, p, q, s) are the numbers of periodic lengths L∗ for
describing the subordinate chiral structures. For convenience, the
geometrical parameters of the unit cell structure can be reduced
to dimensionless parameters: α

sup
x = Lsupx /dsupx , αsup

y = Lsupy /dsupy ,

β
sup
x = tsup/dsupx , β

sup
y = tsup/dsupy and γ sup

= Lsupy /Lsupx , re-
spectively. Similar to the deformation mechanism of the subor-
dinate anti-tetrachiral structure, the deformation of the superior
anti-tetrachiral structure is also ligament bending dominated, and
rigid nodes rotation is assumed for the superior chiral structure.
Similar to the analysis procedures described for anisotropic anti-
tetrachiral structures with circular nodes [25], the tensile mod-
ulus of anisotropic anti-tetrachiral structures with rectangular
nodes can be analyzed. Finally, the in-plane tensile modulus of
the superior chiral metastructure with rectangular nodes can be
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written as:

Esup
x = E∗

[
β

sup
x

(
β

sup
y

)2
3
(
α
sup
x − 1

) +

(
β

sup
y

)3
3
(
α
sup
y − 1

)]
1(

1 − β
sup
y

)2 ·
1

γ sup (3)

and

Esup
y = E∗

[ (
β

sup
x

)3
3
(
α
sup
x − 1

) +

(
β

sup
x

)2
β

sup
y

3
(
α
sup
y − 1

)]
1(

1 − β
sup
x

)2 · γ sup. (4)

And the Poisson’s ratio of the superior chiralmetastructurewith
rectangular nodes is:

νsup
= −

εy

εx
= −

(
1 − β

sup
x

)
β

sup
y(

1 − β
sup
y

)
β

sup
x

·
1

γ sup . (5)

When Lsupx = Lsupy , and dsupx = dsupy , following relations stands:
αsup

= α
sup
x = α

sup
y and βsup

= β
sup
x = β

sup
y . Then, the in-

plane tensile modulus of the isotropic hierarchical anti-tetrachiral
structure with square nodes becomes:

Esup
= Esup

x = Esup
y =

2E∗

3(1 − βsup)2

[
(βsup)3

(αsup − 1)

]
. (6)

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between finite element simulation and theory pre-
diction

In order to verify the developed theoretical model of the hierar-
chical anti-tetrachiral metastructures, uniaxial tensile samples are
prepared for testing the in-plane modulus using high-resolution
laser cutting technology. The materials for fabrication of the sam-
ples is SUS304 steel, with modulus Es = 194.02 GPa, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.3 and density ρ = 7.8 g/cm3 [22]. The geometrical
parameters of the 6 types of samples are shown in Table 1, and
the as-fabricated tensile samples are shown in Fig. 2. Then, the
uniaxial tensile experiments are performed on Instron 5985 tensile
machine at a displacement rate of 1 mm/min, shown in Fig. 3.

Then, finite element analysis (FEA) was performed with
ABAQUS standard for simulating the in-plane mechanical behav-
iors of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructures. To study
themechanical performances of hierarchical honeycomb undergo-
ing in-plane uniaxial tension along x-direction (y-direction), dis-
placements in the x-direction (y-direction) were applied to the lig-
ament nodes on the right (top) edge, which were also constrained
from in-plane rotation. Nodes on the left (bottom) edge were
constrained from in-plane rotation and translation normal to the
edge direction. To avoid rigid bodymovements of thewholemodel,
nodes on the bottom (left) edge were constrained from translation
normal to the edge direction. All simulations were performed up
to 1% nominal strain.

Nominal stress and strain of hierarchical honeycombs in the i
(= x or y) direction was calculated from:

εi =
δ

Li
, σi =

F
Aj

(7)

where δ is the applied displacement, F is the sum of the nodal
reaction forces on the edge to which displacement was applied,
and Li and Aj are the initial length and cross-sectional area of
the hierarchical honeycomb structure in the i and j (= y or x)
directions, respectively. The Young’s modulus was calculated by:

Ei = σi/εi (8)

where, i is the loading direction.
The experimental, theoretical and finite element simulated in-

plane tensile modulus of the 6 types of specimens is shown in

Table 1. It can be seen that the differences between theory, ex-
perimental and finite element are acceptable, experimental and
simulation results are a little lower than theoretical model results.
This is because the shearing and tension deformation induced
strain energy is not included in the theoretical model, and the ring
is treated as rigid rotation node. Moreover, free surface effects in
not included in the theoretical models due to missing ligaments.

As shown in Fig. 4, numerical simulations were performed us-
ing the finite element software ABAQUS R⃝ standard demonstrate
the deformation mechanism of the developed hierarchical anti-
tetrachiral structure. The geometrical parameters of hierarchical
anti-tetrachiral honeycombs were: L∗

= 25 mm r∗ = 5 mm,
t∗ = 1.5 mm, m = n = 20, p = q = 11, s = 3. Linear
elastic properties were assumed for the cell wall material with
Es = 194.02 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. It can be confirmed
that the anti-tetrachiral ligaments at all scale levels will produce
half-wave deformation modes.

3.2. Tuning the mechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral
structures

In the following, effects of dimensionless geometrical parame-
ters of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructure on the in-plane
mechanical properties are studied, where the thickness in the
depth direction of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiralmetastructure is
assumed to be of unit value. As shown in Eqs. (1)–(6), the modulus
of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures can be tunedwith 6 inde-
pendent dimensionless parameters α∗, β∗, αsup

x , αsup
y , βsup

x and β
sup
y .

Firstly, the geometries of the subordinate anti-tetrachiral unit cell
are: L∗

= 25 mm, r∗
= 5 mm, t∗ = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm. Assuming

α∗
= 5, αsup

y = 5, βsup
x = β

sup
y = 0.2, effects of αsup

x on the in-plane
modulus Esup

x , Esup
y and Poisson’s ratio ν of the hierarchical anti-

tetrachiral metastructure at given t∗ = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 are shown
in Fig. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 5(a)–(c) that with the increase
of α

sup
x , the in-plane modulus Esup

x increases, while Esup
y drop, the

negative Poisson’s ratio decreases linearly, and ligament thickness
has no effects on the Poisson’s ratio. Secondly, the geometries of the
subordinate anti-tetrachiral unit cell are: L∗

= 25mm, r∗
= 5mm,

t∗ = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm. Assuming α∗
= 5, αsup

x = α
sup
y = 5,

β
sup
y = 0.2, effects of β

sup
x on the in-plane modulus Esup

x , Esup
y and

Poisson’s ratio ν of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructure
at given t∗ = 1.0, 1.5 and 2. 0 are shown in Fig. 6. It can be
seen from Fig. 6(a)–(c) that with the increase of β

sup
x , the in-plane

modulus Esup
x decreases, while Esup

y increases, the negative Poisson’s
ratio increase nonlinearly, and ligament thickness has no effects on
the Poisson’s ratio.

3.3. Comparison between normal isotropic anti-tetrachiral structure
and hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structure

In order to demonstrate the robust wide range of mechan-
ical properties tuning ability of the proposed hierarchical anti-
tetrachiral structure, comparisons between normal isotropic anti-
tetrachiral structure and hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structure are
performed. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the geometrical parameters for
describing the isotropic anti-tetrachiral structures with circular
nodes are: L, r , and t , which can be reduced to dimensionless
parameters: α =

L
r and β =

t
r respectively. The in-plane tensile

modulus can be written as [23,25]:

E = Ex = Ey =
Esβ3

6
(
1 −

1
2β

)2
⎡⎣ 1(

α − 2
√
2β − β2

)
⎤⎦ . (9)

As shown in Fig. 7, effects of dimensionless parameters (α, β)
on the in-plane modulus and Poisson’s ratio of anti-tetrachiral
structure with circular nodes are studied. It can be seen that: with
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Fig. 3. In-situ tensile of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metamaterials on Instron 5985 tensile machine at a displacement rate of 1 mm/min. (Sample B).

the increase of α, the in-plane relative modulus Ex/Es and Ey/Es
decrease; with the increase of β , the in-plane relative modulus
Ex/Es and Ey/Es increase;while the negative Poisson’s ratio ν = −1
does not change with the increase of α and β .

Themechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral struc-
ture are described with 6 dimensionless parameters α∗, β∗, αsup

x ,
α
sup
y , βsup

x and β
sup
y . Firstly, as shown in Fig. 8, effects of subordinate

dimensionless parameters (α∗, β∗) on the mechanical behaviors of
hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structure are studied, where α

sup
x = 5,

α
sup
y = 5, βsup

x = 0.2 and β
sup
y = 0.2 are constant. It can be seen

that: with the increase of α∗, the in-plane relative modulus Esup
x /Es

and Esup
y /Es decrease; with the increase of β∗, the in-plane relative

modulus Esup
x /Es and Esup

y /Es increase; while the negative Poisson’s
ratio ν = −1 does not change with the increase of α∗ and β∗.
Secondly, as shown in Fig. 9, effects of subordinate dimensionless
parameter α∗ and superior dimensionless parameter β

sup
x on the

mechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structure are
studied, where β∗

= 0.2, αsup
x = 5, αsup

y = 5 and β
sup
y = 0.2 are

constant. It can be seen that: with the increase of α∗, the in-plane
relative modulus Esup

x /Es and Esup
y /Es decrease; with the increase

of βsup
x , the in-plane relative modulus Esup

x /Es decrease and Esup
y /Es

increase; the negative Poisson’s ratio ν = −1 does not change
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Fig. 4. Displacement fields for 2 order hierarchical chiral metastructures (L∗
= 25 mm, r∗

= 5 mm, t∗ = 1.5 mm, m = n = 20, p = q = 11, s = 3) at 1% nominal strain:
(a) subordinate structure consisted of anti-tetrachiral unit cell with circular ring node; and (b) superior structure consisted of anti-tetrachiral unit cell with square
node.

with the increase of α∗, and the negative Poisson’s ratio increases
with the increase of β

sup
x . Thirdly, as shown in Fig. 10, effects of

superior dimensionless parameter α
sup
x and subordinate dimen-

sionless parameter β∗ on the mechanical behaviors of hierarchical
anti-tetrachiral structure are studied, where α∗

= 5, α
sup
y = 5,

β
sup
x = 0.2 and β

sup
y = 0.2 are constant. It can be seen that: with

the increase of αsup
x , the in-plane relative modulus Esup

x /Es increase
and Esup

y /Es decrease; with the increase of β∗, the in-plane relative
modulus Esup

x /Es and Esup
y /Es increase; the negative Poisson’s ratio

decreaseswith the increase ofαsup
x , and the negative Poisson’s ratio

does not changewith the increase ofβ∗. Finally, as shown in Fig. 11,
effects of superior dimensionless parameter α

sup
x and β

sup
x on the

mechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structure are

studied, where α∗
= 5, β∗

= 0.2, αsup
y = 5 and β

sup
y = 0.2 are

constant. It can be seen that: with the increase of αsup
x , the in-plane

relative modulus Esup
x /Es increase and Esup

y /Es decrease; with the
increase ofβsup

x , the in-plane relativemodulus Esup
x /Es decrease and

Esup
y /Es increase; the negative Poisson’s ratio decreases with the

increase of αsup
x , and the negative Poisson’s ratio increases with the

increase of β∗.
It can be seen from Figs. 7–11 that: the mechanical properties

tuning ability of the isotropic anti-tetrachiral structure is quite lim-
ited,where themodulus along x and y directions remains isotropic,
and the negative Poisson’s ratio cannot be changed through adjust-
ing dimensionless parameters (α, β); the mechanical properties of
hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structure can be tuned through adjust-
ing the dimensionless parameters α∗, β∗, αsup

x , αsup
y , βsup

x and β
sup
y
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Fig. 5. Effects of αsuper
x on the mechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral

honeycomb: (a) Relative modulus along X direction; (b) Relative modulus along Y
direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

at different structural hierarchical levels, and anisotropic elastic
modulus with desired negative Poisson’s ratio can be generated
easily.

4. Auxetic stent application example

In traditional stent designs, increased axial, twist and bending
flexibility of the stent are generally accompanied by decreased
radial strength. Stent design is a tradeoff between key stent
performance metrics: axial deformation stability, circumferential
strength and bending flexibility. An ideal stent should have large
radius expanding deformation ability to reopen the narrowed ves-
sels, high radial strength to provide good arterial support post
expansion, high flexibility for easy maneuverability during de-
ployment, and causing minimal injury to the artery when being
expanded. Moreover, wall shearing stress between the implanted
stent and vascular vessel is very important in reducing the rate
of in-stent restenosis, vascular geometry can profoundly influence
local shear stress distributions as branching and curvature ad-
versely affect the ideal flow environment and correlate with sites
of intimal thickening, thus small axial recoiling avoiding shearing

Fig. 6. Effects of βsuper
x on the mechanical properties of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral

honeycomb: (a) Relative modulus along X direction; (b) Relative modulus along Y
direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

damage to the vessel materials. In recent years, auxetic material
with negative Poisson’s ratio is becoming a hot research topic for
stent application [46–50]. Bhullar et al. [48] designed, fabricated,
studied the deformation process and mechanical properties of an
auxetic stent with rotating-square geometries, and it has been
pointed out that arterial endotheliumhas a negative Poisson’s ratio
when subjected to both wall shearing and circumferential strain
due to pressured blood flow, thus designing stents with axial ten-
sion (or compression) and transverse expansion (or contraction)
features wouldmatch the native tissues of the blood vessel, reduce
deformation incompatibility, and promote tissue regeneration.

Making use of the negative Poisson’s ratio properties of the
hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructure, an innovative auxetic
stent concept is proposed, and its elastic behaviors under tensile,
crushing and inner blood pressure loading can be tailored through
adjusting the hierarchical unit cell design parameters. As shown
in Fig. 12, The 3D geometrical geometries of the hierarchical anti-
tetrachiral stent graft is generated through periodic distributed
struct units along the radial and axial directions, and can be real-
ized in two steps: (a) constructing the subordinate anti-tetrachiral
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Fig. 7. Effects of (α, β) on the mechanical behaviors of normal isotropic anti-
tetrachiral structure with circular nodes: (a) Relative modulus along X direction;
(b) Relative modulus along Y direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

unit cell; (b), generating the whole auxetic stent through peri-
odic distributed unit cells along the axial z and circumferential θ
directions. Similar to the geometrical parameters for describing
the 2D hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructures (Fig. 1(a) and
(b)), the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral stent can be described at
two structural scales (a) the subordinate structural scale: periodic
length along axial direction L∗

z , periodic length along circumfer-
ential direction L∗

θ , circular node radius r∗, stent wall thickness t∗
along axial and circumferential directions of the cylindrical stent,
and stent depth d∗ along radial direction of the cylindrical stent;
and (b) the superior structural scale: periodic length along axial
direction Lsupz , periodic length along circumferential direction Lsupθ ,

Fig. 8. Effects of (α∗ ,β∗) on themechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral
structure with circular nodes: (a) Relative modulus along X direction; (b) Relative
modulus along Y direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

side length of rectangular node along axial direction dsupz , side
length of rectangular node along circumferential direction dsupθ ,
stent ligament width tsupz of the superior structure along axial Z
direction of the cylindrical stent, and stent ligament width tsupθ

of the superior structure along circumferential θ direction of the
cylindrical stent. Finally, the whole cylindrical stent can be gener-
ated through translational and rotational repeating of the superior
anti-tetrachiral struts, and the numbers of structs along axial and
circumferential directions are: Nz and Nθ .

Under uniaxial tensile loading, the longitudinal strain can be
written as:

εL =
Lfinal − Linitial

Linitial
∗ 100%. (10)
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Fig. 9. Effects of (α∗ , β
sup
x ) on the mechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-

tetrachiral structure with circular nodes: (a) Relative modulus along X direction;
(b) Relative modulus along Y direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

The radial strain can be written as:

εr =
Dfinal − Dinitial

Dinitial
∗ 100%. (11)

The Poisson’s ratio can be written as:

νs = −εr/εL. (12)

As shown in Fig. 13, a finite element analysis model is con-
structed to simulate the stenting process of the hierarchical anti-
tetrachiral stent, and the mechanical interactions between stent
and artery vessel are analyzed with ABAQUS R⃝ standard. The
inner and outer diameters of the artery vessel are 3.7 mm and
4mm respectively, and the outer diameter of the hierarchical anti-
tetrachiral stent is 5.45 mm. The detailed geometrical parameters
of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral stent are: L∗

z = 0.3 mm, L∗

θ =

Fig. 10. Effects of (αsup
x , β∗) on the mechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-

tetrachiral structure with circular nodes: (a) Relative modulus along X direction;
(b) Relative modulus along Y direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

0.367 mm, r∗
= 0.08 mm, d∗

= 0.05 mm, t∗ = 0.024 mm for the
subordinate structure scale; Lsupz = 9L∗

z , L
sup
θ = 9L∗

θ , d
sup
z = 4L∗

z ,
dsupθ = 4L∗

θ , t
sup
θ = L∗

θ and tsupz = L∗
z . The mechanical properties

of the constituent material of the stent is SS316LN stainless steel
alloy, and the SS316LN inelastic constitutive behavior can be de-
scribed through an isotropic hardening Von Mises–Hill plasticity
model, and itsmechanical properties are shown in Table 2 [51–53].
The specific hyperelastic-constitutive model used to represent
the mechanical behaviors of arterial vessel tissue, and the strain-
energy density function is a third-order hyperelastic model em-
ployed, the coefficients for the hyperelastic constitutive equations
are shown in Table 3 [54,55].

W = a10 (I1 − 3) + a01 (I2 − 3) + a20(I1 − 3)2

+ a11 (I1 − 3) (I2 − 3) + a30(I1 − 3)3. (13)
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Table 1
Comparison between Theory, finite element analysis (FEA) and experiments.

Sample No. L* (mm) r* (mm) t* (mm) m n p q s Theo. (MPa) FEA (MPa) Exp. (MPa)

A 15 3 1.5 12 12 7 7 2 93.8202 72.3023 75.0137
B 15 3 1.5 10 10 5 5 2 260.6115 210.5112 227.361
C 15 3 1.5 10 10 5 5 2 260.6115 180.6895 205.562
D 20 4.5 2 8 8 5 5 1 23.4330 18.0868 20.167
E 20 4.5 2 8 8 3 3 1 56.2391 36.3829 42.746
F 20 4.5 2 6 6 3 3 1 93.7319 73.812 82.783

Table 2
Mechanical properties of the stent [51–53].

Material Young’s modulus (E) Poisson ratio (ν) Yield stress (σY ) Limit stress (σR) Limit nominal strain (εR) Density ()

316L stainless steel 196000 MPa 0.3 205 MPa 515 MPa 60% 7.98e−9 ton/mm3

Fig. 11. Effects of (αsup
x , β

sup
x ) on the mechanical behaviors of hierarchical anti-

tetrachiral structure with circular nodes: (a) Relative modulus along X direction;
(b) Relative modulus along Y direction; (c) Poisson’s ratio.

The loading and stenting process of the artery-stent system are
realized in two stepsmaking use of ABAQUS R⃝ standard: In the first

Table 3
Hyperelastic constants to describe the arterial vessel’s non-linear elastic behav-
ior [54,55].

Parameters a10 a01 a20 a11 a30

Arterial wall tissues (kpa) 18.90 2.75 85.72 590.43 0

step, the stent craft was deactivated, the artery vessel is expanded
to a diameter greater than that of the stent by applying an sufficient
internal pressureσ hoop

= 1.5MPa on the inner surface of the artery
vessel. In the second step, the elements of the stent are activated
and the pressure applied on the internal surface of the artery is
gradually reduced to 13.3 kPa, corresponding to the normal blood
pressure of 100mmHg. Due to the elastic nature of the hyperelastic
arterial tissue the vessel contracted around the stent with the
stent behaving as a scaffold within the vessel. Frictionless contact
between the stent and the arterywas assumed. Finally, equilibrium
state is achieved between the artery vessel and the stent, and the
final Von Mises stress and displacement fields of the artery-vessel
coupled system at the end of thewhole stenting process are shown
in Fig. 14, where the internal pressure is 13.3 kPa.

5. Discussion

In the pioneeringwork on the in-planemechanical properties of
hexachiral honeycomb performed by Prall and Lakes [6], following
5 assumptions are proposed: (1) nodes (or circles) are considered
rigid; (2) internal forces oriented in a direction perpendicular to
the externally applied stress vanish; (3) internal forces are dictated
by the observed kinematic behavior; (4) axial and shear deforma-
tions of the ligaments are neglected; (5) all deflections are small.
Similar to the work performed by Alderson et al. [23], Prall and
Lakes [24], and Chen et al. [25], the in-planemechanical properties
of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures under uniaxial ten-
sile loading conditions are analyzed based on rigid node rotation
and ligament bending deformation, the nodes of the subordinate
and superior chiral unit cells are all assumed to generate rigid
rotation on each structural levels, only bending elastic energy of
ligaments on each structural levels is considered, and ligament
tension and shearing deformation is negligible compared to the
dominant ligament bending deformation. Moreover, the ligament
thickness effects are considered on each structural level for an-
alyzing the in-plane tensile modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures more accurately, and small
linear elastic bending deformation of ligaments on each structural
levels are studied based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. Similar to
Chen’s analysis [25], the overlapping material between tangential
ligament and rigid node is not included for calculating the elastic
energy of bending ligaments of the subordinate anti-tetrachiral
structural with circular nodes.

In the current paper, surface effects on the mechanical behav-
iors of the hierarchical anti-tetrachiral structures is not included,
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Fig. 12. Design process and topology layout of hierarchical anti-tetrachiral stent: (a) circular node ring at subordinate structural level; (b) rectangular node at superior
structural level; (c) periodic repetition of superior structural unit cells around circumferential direction; (d) the final hierarchical anti-tetrachiral stent.

Fig. 13. The artery vessel and stent coupling finite element analysis (FEA) model.

where the subordinate anti-tetrachiral structure has missing lig-
aments at free surface position, which will undermine the me-
chanical properties and change the deformation behaviors of anti-
tetrachiral subordinate unit cells near free surface positions. It
can be seen from Table 1 that the differences between theory,
experimental and finite element are acceptable, and theoretical
results are larger than experimental and simulation results. This
is because the free surface effects is not included in the theoretical
models, shearing and tension deformation induced strain energy
is not included in the theoretical model, and the ring is treated as
rigid rotation node.

The interaction between the stent, plaque and artery vessel
are complex, and effects of geometrical parameters of hierarchical
anti-tetrachiral stent on the mechanical performances of stent–
plaque–artery system should be systematical investigated in the
future. The advantages of structural hierarchy of stent under ten-
sile, compression, bending, torsion and crushing loadings should
be comprehensively understood for optimizing the performances
of hierarchical stent.

The proposed chiral geometry represents a new family of chiral
hierarchical structures, and the extent of auxeticity and its in-
plane mechanical properties of chiral hierarchical structures can
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Fig. 14. Von Mises stress and displacement fields of the artery-vessel coupled system at the end of the whole stenting process, where the internal pressure is
13.3 kPa: (a) Von Mises stress field; (b) Displacement field U1 along the axial X direction; (c) Displacement field U2 along Y direction; (d) Displacement field U3 along Z
direction.

be tuned through manipulating the chiral unit cell type, node
ring size and shape, ligament numbers, length and thickness, and
the hierarchy level, thus achieving desired extreme mechanical
properties. Thismakes the systemmore versatile than similar non-
hierarchical ones; it is believed that this work can greatly expand
the potential applications of chiral metamaterials in conformable
and stretchable electronics, biomedical devices, electronic skin,
stents, and reconfigurable soft robotics etc.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, innovative hierarchical anti-tetrachiral metas-
tructures with auxetic mechanical properties are proposed, and
analytical formulas for the in-plane mechanical properties are
derived. Comparison between FEA, experimental and theoretical
studies are performed to study the mechanical behaviors of hi-
erarchical anti-tetrachiral metastructures, the in-plane mechan-
ical properties can be remarkably enhanced and manipulated
through combining the auxetic deformation behaviors of chiral
structures and mechanical benefits of structural hierarchy, its
tunable mechanical properties can be controlled over large range

of modulus and Poisson’s ratio value, and its in-plane mechanical
properties can be tuned through manipulating the node ring size
and shape, length and thickness, and the hierarchy level, thus
achieving desired extreme mechanical properties. As an industrial
application example, an innovative hierarchical anti-tetrachiral
stent is proposed, and the interaction between stent and artery
are studied to demonstrate the promising functions of hierarchi-
cal chiral metastructures. The proposed innovative hierarchical
anti-tetrachiral metamaterials represents a class of new struc-
tures, and can be used in conformable and stretchable electron-
ics, biomedical devices, electronic skin, and reconfigurable soft
robotics etc.
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